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A+B Gallery is pleased to present Markus Saile's second solo exhibition titled scala, with a
new series of works that explore the most important aspects of the artist's practice.

For the first time, the artist confronts himself with the new gallery spaces, a fundamental
aspect for Saile's works that can have eccentric formats and touch the room in which they
are placed in. They can be put near the corners or the perimeter of doors and windows, to
establish a dynamic relationship with the space and the walls (and their irregularities) that
become the place of the paintings' energetic expansion and of the staging, scenographic
too. Above all the artist's act is an instrument of reinvention of space through unexpected
differences of proportion and scale, as the title of the exhibition, scala, suggests.
Saile's paintings develop from a process of overlapping layers of paint and thin veils, which
identify their material life. This aspect allows the artist to intervene with a gesture that can
be seen in many ways: it can be a rhizomatic twist and a simple squiggle, or the landing to a
hypothesis of figure, that refers back to details – like flaps of clothes and outlines of clouds
– and to fliying forms typical of the paintings of the Seventeenth century, which Saile also
evokes for the tones of his works and as an idea of scenographic image. The artist's gesture
can be also understood as a sign that never finish to emphasize the presence of the hand
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and the brush, which could be considered an excrescence and an exploration and
exfoliation act of the stratification. Lastly, the painting movement can be the landing place
of a process in which the inside and the outside, the before and the after, seem to mingle
and relaunch themselves reciprocally.

Moreover, these forms can touch the painting at different points: they can be placed in the
center of the image and generate new backgrounds (with an assertive presence or similar
to erasures) or they can replicate themselves with variations and be arranged in several
rows. These images can be also translated into lines that explore the surface in a sinuous,
curvilinear way, or with an intermittent and syncopated course, thus interrupting
themselves at the limits of the surface. The resulting image is an invitation to the spectator
to get closer, to explore the painting and its material articulations, to occupy more positions
in front of it.
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BIO
Markus Saile was born in Stuttgart in 1981.
He graduated at the Braunschweig University of Art, Meisterschueler with prof. Frances Scholz in
2011.
He was selected in 2019 as a finalist of STRABAG Artaward Internazional in Vienna (cat.) and
participated in the exhibition Now! Paiting in Germany Today, at museum venues in Bonn,
Chemnitz, Hamburg and Wiesbaden (cat.).
In June 2022 his works will be present in a solo show in Mai 36 Galerie, Zurich (CH).
In 2020, at the NAK Neuer Aachener Kunstverein in Aachen, he realizes the solo exhibition separate
| related (cat) and Magnetic Fields at the Strabag Kunstforum in Vienna, followed in Cologne by
Where We Are (with Marcel Hiller). Among his solo shows also FINALI SONO INIZI, at A+B Gallery in
Brescia and Das und gleicht dem Chamäleon at Galerie Markus Lüttgen, in Düsseldorf, while at
Kunstverein Springhornhof he presents his solo show non-travail (cat.) in 2013.
Group exhibitions include in 2021, at Galerie Markus Lüttgen, in Düsseldorf, a show with David
Jablonowski and in 2020 small is beautiful, at Mai 36 in Zurich, Slow and Everywhere like breath in
Düsseldorf, Jetzt! Junge Malerei in Deutschland at Deichtorhallen, Hamburg and Netzwerke at
Galerie Crone, Vienna. In 2019 he made Zwei Alter: Jung at Crone Side, Berlin, Köln um halb acht at
Temporary Gallery, Cologne, in 2018 Face my boost by your ShotSpotter at Hardspace, Basel, in
2017 Time is the longest distance (duo show with Talisa Lallai), at Galerie Nathalie Halgand, Vienna
and in 2015 o.T. (ohne Titel), at Arp Museum, Rolandseck (cat.).

